The automated recognition of music genres from audio information is a challenging problem, as genre labels are subjective and noisy. Artist labels are less subjective and less noisy, while certain artists may relate more strongly to certain genres. At the same time, at prediction time, it is not guaranteed that artist labels are available for a given audio segment. Therefore, in this work, we propose to apply the transfer learning framework, learning artist-related information which will be used at inference time for genre classification. We consider different types of artist-related information, expressed through artist group factors, which will allow for more efficient learning and stronger robustness to potential label noise. Furthermore, we investigate how to achieve the highest validation accuracy on the given FMA dataset, by experimenting with various kinds of transfer methods, including single-task transfer, multi-task transfer and finally multi-task learning.
INTRODUCTION
Learning to Recognize Musical Genre from Audio is a challenge track of The Web Conference 2018. The main goal of the challenge is to predict musical genres of unknown audio segments correctly, by utilizing the FMA dataset [10] as a training set. The challenge therefore focuses on a classification task.
In machine learning, many classification tasks, such as visual object recognition, consider objective and clearly separable classes. In contrast, music genres consider subjective, human-attributed labels. These may be inter-correlated (e.g. a rock song may also be considered pop, many classical works are also instrumental) and dependent of a user's context (e.g., a French rock song is not International to a French listener). Generally, no universal genre taxonomy exists, and even the definition of 'genre' itself is problematic: what is usually understood as 'genre' in Music Information Retrieval would rather be characterized as 'style' in Musicology [17] . This makes genre classification a challenging problem. In our work, considering the given labels in the challenge, we consider a musical genre to be a category that consists of songs sharing certain aspects of musical characteristics.
Commonly, music tracks are released with explicit mentioning of titles and artists. The identity of the artist does not suffer from semantic taxonomy problems, and can thus be considered as a more objective label than the genre label. At the same time, songs from the same artist tend to share prominent musical characteristics. Considering that an artist is commonly mapped into one or multiple specific genres, but not the whole universe of possible genres, and that the other way around, sets of artists can be seen as exemplars for certain music genres, the musical characteristics that identify an artist may also be key features of certain musical genres.
Therefore, it will be beneficial to exploit artist-related information in a genre classification task. At the same time, learning a direct mapping from artist identity to genre label would not be practical. First of all, for an unknown audio segment for which a genre classification should be performed, the artist label may also not be available. Secondly, artist labels may not always be informative to a system, especially when an artist is newly introduced, so no previous history on the artist exists. Finally, an artist may have been active in multiple genres at once, but not be equally representative for all these genres. Given such constraints, we wish to employ a learning framework which only requires artist labels at training time, but not at prediction time, and that will allow for the inclusion of newly introduced artists, for whom not much extra information is available beyond their songs.
In this work, we therefore present a multi-task transfer framework for using artist labels to improve a genre classification model. Assuming that artist labels are given for each track in the training set, these labels are used as side information, allowing a model to learn the mapping between audio and artists, while capturing patterns that might as well be useful for genre prediction.
It has been shown that music representations learned from raw artist labels can effectively transfer to other music-related tasks [21] . However, learning more than thousands of artists as individual classes is not efficient for at least two reasons:
• Due to data sparsity, only a few tracks are assigned per class;
• Despite the uniqueness of each artist, it can be beneficial to group them into clusters of similar artists, avoiding learning bottlenecks caused by large numbers of classes.
To overcome these potential problems, we therefore apply a label pre-processing step, obtaining Artist Group Factors (AGF) as learning targets, rather than individual artist identities. Finally, we train Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNNs) employing different learning setups, ranging from targeting genre and various types of AGFs with individual networks, to employing a shared architecture as introduced in multiple previous Multi-Task Learning (MTL) works [2, 3, 6, 14, 16, 18, 24, 25] .
In the remainder of this paper, we first discuss an initial data exploration leading to our choice for AGFs (Section 2). Subsequently, we will give a detailed description of the proposed approach (Section 3), followed by a discussion of experimental settings (Section 4). Finally, we will present our results (Section 5), followed by a short discussion and conclusion (Section 6).
INITIAL DATA EXPLORATION
In the beginning of the challenge, we first explored the training data, and investigated a conventional data-driven approach using a DCNN for music genre classification, with genre labels as targets.
First of all, we had some concerns about the reliability of the genre annotations. As they were provided by users who uploaded the content, the users did not have access to a single genre taxonomy and unified annotation strategy. Thus, user-contributed annotations are expected to show more variability than annotations by experts. Furthermore, the dataset included 25,000 tracks from 5,152 unique albums. For 5,028 out of these 5,152 albums, genre annotations were made at the album level. While all tracks in an album can belong to a single genre, this is not always true. Indeed, we could discover examples of the case in which different tracks on the same album would belong to different genres, as well as multiple misannotations. Given these reliability issues, it is not guaranteed that by targeting these annotations only, generalized model performance for genre classification can be achieved.
To this end, while we will consider performance for direct (main top-)genre labels as targets (which we will denote as learning task category g in the remainder of this paper), in order to obtain more generalizable results obtained on more objective and consistent labeling data, we propose a multi-task transfer framework, introducing an Artist Group (AG) prediction task targeting AGFs.
METHODOLOGY 3.1 Artist Group Factors
The main idea of extracting AGFs is to cluster artists based on meaningful feature sets that allow for aggregation at (and beyond) the artist level. For instance, one can collect genre labels from songs belonging to each artist, and then construct a Bag-of-Word (BoW) artist-level feature vector. Each dimension of the vector represents a genre, with the magnitude of the vector indicating genre frequency among a song collection. Alternatively, a BoW feature vector can be constructed by counting latent 'terms' belonging to each artist, which can be obtained by a dictionary learned from song-level or frame-level features through K-means clustering [20] or the Sparse Coding [9] method.
Once artist-level BoW feature vectors are constructed, standard clustering methods such as K-Means, or more sophisticated topic modeling algorithms such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [4] can be applied to find a small number of latent groups of artists: the AGFs for this particular feature set. This 2-step cascading pipeline is illustrated in Figure 1 .
In this work, we exploit four feature sets, which reflect different levels of musical and acoustical aspects of songs. From these feature sets, we obtain artist-level BoW vectors. Subsequently, LDA is applied to transform artist-level BoW vectors into dedicated AGF representations for the particular feature set. We will both consider these artist group prediction tasks and the main genre classification task within our learning framework: an overview summary is given in Table 1 .
3.1.1 MFCCs. Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), which are known to be efficient low-level descriptors for timbre analysis, were used as features of the artist grouping. The coefficients are initially calculated for short-time audio frames. Considering the coefficients over all audio frames of tracks for all artists, we build an universal dictionary of features using K-Means clustering. AGFs resulting from this feature set will belong to learning task category m.
dMFCCs.
Along with MFCCs, we also use time-deltas of MFCCs (first-order differences between subsequent frames), to consider the temporal dynamics of the timbre for the artist grouping. AGFs resulting from this feature set will be denoted by d.
Essentia.
We use song-level feature vectors from Essentia [5] , which is a music feature extraction library. It extracts descriptors ranging from low-level features, such as statistics of spectral characteristics, to high-level features, including danceability [12] or semantic features learned from the data. After filtering descriptor entries that include missing values or errors, we obtained a 4374-dimensional feature vector per track. Before training a dictionary, we apply quantile normalization: a rank-based normalization process that transforms the distribution of the given features to follow a target distribution [1] , which we set to be a normal distribution in this case. AGFs resulting from this feature set will belong to learning task category e.
Subgenres.
We also use the 150 genre labels, including sub-genres, as a pre-defined dictionary for semantic description. all the genre labels from tracks by an artist. AGFs resulting from this feature set will belong to learning task category s.
Network Architectures
The architecture of the proposed system can be divided into two parts, as shown in Figure 2 . We first train multiple DCNNs, targeting the various categories of learning targets (genres or various AGFs). Subsequently, transfer takes place: a multilayer perceptron (MLP) for the final genre classification is trained, utilizing features that were derived from the previously trained DCNNs.
DCNN.
We adapted DCNN models to obtain transferable features for genre classification ( Table 2 ). The input size of the input layer is 128×43, which is the size of a spectrogram with 128 mel bins and 43 samples (1 second of audio). After the input layer, there are seven convolutional layers followed by a max-pooling layer, except for the last two layers. The first convolutional layer has 5×5 kernels and the last convolutional layer has 1×1 kernels. Except for those two layers, all convolutional layers have 3×3 kernels. Outputs of the last convolutional layer are subsampled by global-average-pooling. Finally, they are connected to two dense layers for predicting AGF clusters or genres. Batch normalization [13] and dropouts [22] are sparsely used to prevent overfitting. Exponential Linear Unit (ELU) [8] is used as an activation function for the convolutional layers and Softmax is used for the output layer.
Shared Architecture.
Considering that lower layers of DCNNs usually capture lower-level features such as edges from images or spectrograms, we hypothesized that sharing lower layers among the various DCNNs can be effective under the scenario where multiple learning sources are available. With this approach, one can expect that it not only ensures sufficient specialization on taskspecific upper layers, but also benefits from regularization effects on lower layers [14] . Joint learning of multiple tasks with shared layers can prevent the shared layer to overfit for a specific task, instead learning underlying factors that have commonalities required across tasks [6, 19] .
Throughout the experiment, we used the shared architecture that shares only the first convolutional block. It consists of the first convolutional and the max-pooling layer. For brevity, for the remainder of the paper, we use Single-Task Nets (STNs) and an Multi-Task Net (MTN) to refer to the non-shared networks and shared networks respectively.
Transfer method.
The proposed system learns and predicts a genre of an input spectrogram by transferring pre-trained features from Section 3.2.1. We trained an MLP with a single hidden layer; the size of the hidden layer was 1024. ELU non-linearity was used for the hidden layer and Softmax was used for the output layer. Dropouts of 50% were applied for the input layer and a hidden layer.
Note that for both the feature learning phase and the transfer learning phase, we keep using a segment-wise learning approach. Only at the final inference step, we aggregate all the segment-level predictions, by taking the average of each segment's predicted probability for the genres.
Training.
At training time, we iteratively update the model parameters with the mini-batch stochastic gradient descent method using the Adam algorithm [15] . For data augmentation, we randomly crop 1-second excerpts from the entire track included in the mini-batch. We use 64 samples per batch and set the learning rate to 0.001 across the experiments.
For comparison between methods, experiments are run with a fixed number of epochs. We set 1000 epochs for an MTN and 200 for STNs. Since we took a similar stochastic update algorithm to [18] for the shared architecture, for the number of updates for task-specific layers in a shared network, the number of epochs used for training non-shared networks should be multiplied with the number of involved learning tasks. For the transfer learning phase, we also set the number of epochs to train the MLP to 50.
Pre-processing
We use mel spectrograms as the input representation for the neural networks. We extract 128-dimensional mel spectra for audio frames of 46ms, with 50% overlap with adjacent frames. To enhance lowerintensity levels of input mel spectrograms at higher frequencies, we take dB-scale log amplitudes of each mel spectrum.
Implementation Details
The experiments were run on GPU-accelerated hardware and software environments. We used Lasagne [11] , Theano [23] and Keras [7] as main experimental frameworks 1 . We used a number of different GPUs, including NVIDIA GRID-K2, NVIDIA GTX 1070, NVIDIA TITAN X.
EXPERIMENTS
To investigate the effectiveness of various types of AGFs for transfer learning, we trained all 31 possible combinations of given learning tasks, including AGFs (m, d, e, s) and main top-genre labels (g). For each run, to investigate the optimal feature architecture, we tested both shared networks and separate networks for each learning task. This leads to a total number of 62 cases, including all the combinations of learning tasks per network architecture.
However, in all cases in which multiple tasks are considered, the networks have a larger number of parameters compared to the case 1 The main code for the experiment can be found in https://github.com/eldrin/ Lasagne-MultiTaskLearning in which a network focuses on a single task. With a subsequent experiment, we therefore tried to verify the effect of more parameters and larger networks vs. the effect of using more tasks. To this end, we train wide Single Task Networks (wSTNs), targeting only genre, but having an equal number of parameters to the MTNs/STNs targeting multiple tasks. Finally, with respect to the number of tasks involved, we compare the best performance of MTNs/STNs to the performance of wSTNs with the same number of parameters. As for the AGFs using song-level or frame-level features, we trained K-means algorithms employing 2048 clusters. We observed that lower numbers of clusters (e.g. 1024) can cause artists with few tracks to get a zero vector as artist-level BoW representation, due to data sparsity. Throughout the experiments, we used a fixed number of latent artist groups, set to 40.
Finally, for the internal evaluation, we divided the given training dataset employing a stratified random 85/15 split.
RESULTS

Multiple Learning Tasks in STN vs. MTN
In general, we observe that the number of learning tasks has a positive effect on both performance metrics. As shown in Table 3 , it also is found that cases in which the main top-genre classification are included yield better results in comparison to other combinations of tasks.
Considering STN vs. MTN, on the log loss metric, MTN shows better results, but in the case of the f1-measure, the opposite is shown. Generally, considering the number of learning tasks and absolute magnitude of differences, the difference observed between the two methods cannot be deemed significant; more experiments with additional datasets and multiple splits would be needed to 
Networks for Multiple Learning Tasks vs. Large Network on a Single Task
We also compared the performance between the best STNs and MTNs for a given number of learning tasks, versus the performance of a wSTN that has equal model capability to these multi-task setups in terms of parameters and architecture, but only is trained on direct main top-genre classification. The corresponding results are shown in Table 5 . It can be seen that MTN representations yield better performance on the log loss metric when all 5 learning tasks (all AGFs and the main top-genre) are used, although at the same time, wSTN performs better when considering the f1-measure for the case in which 2 learning tasks are used. In other cases, differences between the setups appear marginal; further experiments would be needed to assess whether STNs/MTNs will give significant performance boosts in case a larger set of tasks would be considered.
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed including several categories of low-rank AGFs, expressing artist-level information, into the task of classifying music genre based on musical audio. Our experimental results support the hypothesis that by targeting different categories of AGFs, deep networks can learn features from musical audio that can meaningfully support genre classification. The inclusion of multiple parallel learning tasks considering different AGF categories, and the inclusion of both genre-and AGF-based tasks in a multitask setup, also both seem beneficial, although further work will need to be done to assess whether observed effects are truly significant. For this, other datasets will have to be included for training and testing; furthermore, alternative cluster algorithms and clustering parameters should be investigated to achieve the most robust AGF-based features.
